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Changing From Corporeal To Avyakt (Subtle) In The Speed Of A Second 

 
What one deep desire or thought are all of you now sitting in? To invoke the Father and to celebrate a 

meeting of the Father with the children. Since you are able to invoke the Almighty Authority Father with 

love and determined thought, are you not able to invoke any particular power that you feel you yourself may 

be lacking or weak in? Since, with the power of love, with the power of having claimed all rights and with 

the power of a close relationship with Him, you are able to make Baba become corporeal from avyakt just 

through remembrance, in the same way, are you not able to invoke every power and make yourself avyakt 

from corporeal? Since it is easy to bring the Father into the corporeal from the avyakt, why is it difficult to 

make yourself avyakt?  

 

The stories of the old days are very well known: as soon as you clap, everything or any person appears in 

front of you or angels reveal themselves. This story of angels is very well known. To whom do these stories 

refer? Who are the angels of knowledge and the angels who fly in the three worlds? You consider 

yourselves to be those, do you not? You have both the wings of knowledge and remembrance, do you not? 

You are able to reach the incorporeal world from the corporeal world in one second with the power of 

knowledge and remembrance, that is, with these wings, are you not? Do you angels know how to clap so 

that whatever power you need, the moment you have the thought or invoke it, you become embodiments of 

that power? Have you become such angels whose memorial is remembered every cycle?  

 

The effort of the present time should be of one second. Only then would it be said that the speed of the self 

and of time are the same. This is known as being fast or having the first stage. At the confluence age, you 

need all the powers under your control. You should have all powers as your weapons so that you are able to 

use them whenever you want. Do you understand? Achcha. 
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